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THEORY OF RADIATIVE B DECAYS�Mikoªaj MisiakInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Polande-mail: Mikolaj.Misiak�fuw.edu.pl(Reeived May 7, 2001)The status of theoretial alulations of BR[ �B ! Xs℄ is disussed.It is pointed out that replaing mpole =mpoleb in the matrix elementhXsj(�s)V�A(�b)V�Ajbi by the more appropriate mMS (�)=mpoleb with� 2 [m;mb℄ auses an 11% enhanement of the SM predition for thebranhing ratio, and has a sizeable e�et on the unertainty. However, theunertainty an be maintained at the level of around 10% thanks to an ob-servation that mb(�) in the top-quark ontribution to the deay amplitudeis the main soure of perturbative QCD e�ets in the onsidered proess.PACS numbers: 13.20.HeThe purpose of the present paper is disussing the status of theoretialalulations of the inlusive branhing ratio BR � BR[ �B ! Xs℄ in theSM. Many elements our onsiderations are diretly appliable also to otherweak radiative �B deays to harmless partiles, in partiular to the exlusivemodes �B ! K� and �B ! �, as well as to the inlusive deay �B ! Xd.The leading eletroweak transitions that mediate �B ! Xs are shown inFig. 1. The dominant ontribution originates from harm-quark loops. Thetop-quark ontribution is more than twie smaller (after resumming QCDlogarithms) and omes with an opposite sign. The u-quark diagrams areCKM-suppressed, and play a minor role.Sine the harm ontribution is dominant, the existing determinations ofjVtsj from BR heavily rely on the unitarity of 3 � 3 CKM matrix. On theother hand, the very unitarity implies that jVtsj is very lose in size to jVbj.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1879)



1880 M. MisiakThe latter quantity is well determined from the semileptoni �B deays. Thus,BR an hardly improve our knowledge of the Wolfenstein parameters orprovide us with aurate tests of CKM unitarity.s   uW  u u   t tb u b W s b W s b W s| {z } | {z } | {z }� ���V �usVubV �sVb ��� ' ���V �usVubV �tsVtb ��� ' 2% � +170% � �70%Fig. 1. Examples of leading-order eletroweak diagrams for �B ! Xs.However, BR is well known as a good testing ground for extensions ofthe SM. The reasons for this are as follows:� The deay �B ! Xs arises mainly at one loop in the SM. Moreover,its SM branhing ratio turns out to be quite small when omparedto naive expetations. Therefore, its sensitivity to eletroweak-saleexotia is partiularly large.� All the parameters that are relevant for the SM predition are wellmeasured in other proesses.� There is no overall non-perturbative fator in the theoretial expressionfor the deay amplitude, ontrary e.g. to the B �B and K �K mixing or to�Bs ! �+�� that require lattie inputs at present. In �B ! Xs (withinertain range of photon energy ut-o�s), non-perturbative e�ets en-ter only as orretions, in analogy to the inlusive semileptoni deay�B ! Xe��e.� The �B ! Xs amplitude in the SM is suppressed by mb=MW � 1.This suppression an be relaxed in ertain popular extensions of theSM (e.g. in the MSSM with large tan� [1�3℄ or in the left�right sym-metri models [4�6℄). Then, the sensitivity of BR to exoti partilesgoes muh above the eletroweak sale (up to � �M2W =mb ' 1:3 TeV),even if the CKM matrix remains the only soure of �avour violation.Of ourse, the power of BR for testing new physis ruially dependson how aurate its measurements are and how aurate the theoretialpredition is. The urrent experimental results are as follows:



Theory of Radiative B Deays 1881BR[ �B!Xs℄ = (2:85� 0:35stat: � 0:22syst:)�10�4 (CLEO [7℄),BR[ �B!Xs℄ = �3:37� 0:53stat: � 0:42syst:�+0:50�0:54�model��10�4 (Belle [8℄),BR[b!s℄ = (3:11� 0:80stat: � 0:72syst:)�10�4 (ALEPH [9℄).The weighted average for BR is therefore1BRexp = (2:96 � 0:35) � 10�4; (1)with an error of around 12%. New results from CLEO, Belle and BaBarare expeted soon. However, our limited knowledge of the photon energyspetrum may restrit the auray of omparing theory with experiment.
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E [GeV℄Fig. 2. An �artist view� of ddE BR[ �B ! Xs℄.The �B ! Xs photon spetrum in the �B-meson rest frame is shownin Fig. 2. The solid and dashed lines desribe the spetrum without theintermediate  ontribution (i.e. the ontribution from �B ! Xs followedby  ! X 0). The dotted line shows how the spetrum hanges whenthe intermediate  ontribution is inluded2. This ontribution has beene�etively treated as bakground in all the existing analyses of �B ! Xs,both on the experimental and theoretial sides. This onvention will befollowed below.1 Statistial errors in the ALEPH measurement of b ! s are muh larger than ex-peted di�erenes among weak radiative branhing ratios of the inluded b-hadrons.2 It is a very rough estimate, based on the measured spetra of �B ! X [10℄ and(boosted)  ! X 0 [11℄.



1882 M. MisiakThe thikness of the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 2 re�ets the de-gree of on�dene with whih the shape of the spetrum is theoretiallyknown. The predition is quite solid where the line is solid. For higherenergies, it is only an �artist view� how the spetrum ould look like. Weknow that there is a peak, and we an determine the size of this peak,beause the total inlusive deay rate is alulable [12℄ within the HeavyQuark E�etive Theory (HQET)3. However, the shape of the peak anbe determined only experimentally. In this respet, the reent results ofCLEO [7℄ are very interesting. Unfortunately, their present energy ut-o�E > 2 GeV is still quite high4. Consequently, the present omparison oftheory and experiment must rely on a model-dependent extrapolation of thephoton energy spetrum [13, 14℄. Hopefully, this issue might beome lessproblemati one the photon energy spetrum above the ut-o� is more pre-isely measured. u; ; t u; ; tb W s �s ln M2Wm2b : � + 60% in amplitude� +160% in BR
non� logarithmi logarithmi| {z }NLO QCD orretions: � +20% in BRFig. 3. Examples of Feynman diagrams ontributing to b! s at various orders inthe renormalization-group improved perturbation theory.3 A few moments of the photon spetrum are alulable, too.4 Moreover, it is imposed in the LAB frame rather than in the �B-meson rest frame.The photon energies in the two frames an di�er by as muh as �135 MeV.



Theory of Radiative B Deays 1883Below, in the disussion of theoretial results for BR , we shall assumethat the photon energy ut-o� is already low enough, e.g. E > 1:6 GeV inthe �B-meson rest frame. In suh a ase, the dominant ontribution to BRis given by the partoni deay b! Xs of the b-quark.Examples of diagrams that ontribute to the perturbative b ! s am-plitude are shown in Fig. 3. The leading one-loop diagrams were alulatedtwenty years ago [15℄. Seven years later, it was realized [16, 17℄ that loga-rithmi two-loop QCD e�ets are very large. An enhanement of BR bya fator of 2.6 (for mt = 175 GeV) was found after resummation of��s lnM2W =m2b�n to all orders in n with the help of renormalization-grouptehniques [18�24℄.Sine the perturbative unertainties at the Leading Order (LO) werelarge [25℄, a alulation of the Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) QCD orre-tions to b! s was undertaken (see the seond row in Fig. 3). It requiredalulating logarithmi parts of two- and three-loop diagrams [26, 27℄ aswell as non-logarithmi parts of two-loop diagrams, inluding their low-momentum [28℄ and high-momentum [29�33℄ regions. The orrespondingbremsstrahlung orretions were evaluated earlier [34, 35℄. Large QCD log-arithms were resummed in all those analyses.The alulated NLO QCD orretions enhane BR by another 20%.The eletroweak [13, 36�38℄ and non-perturbative [39�44℄ orretions havesmaller e�ets. The overall unertainty in the predition for BR is stilldominated by perturbative QCD. It was estimated in Refs. [13, 27, 45, 46℄.However, only the latter paper properly aounts for errors due to m=mb.In onsequene, the predited value of BR is signi�antly higher than in theprevious analyses. The unertainty an be maintained at the level of around10% thanks to an observation that mb(�) in the top-quark ontribution tothe deay amplitude is the main soure of QCD e�ets. In the remainder ofthis paper, we shall disuss those very reent developments.
Fig. 4. Leading ontributions to the matrix element hsj(�s)V�A(�b)V�Ajbi.b s b s     b s b s b s b sThe (m=mb) dependene of the b ! s amplitude arises from two-loop diagrams with harm quarks alulated by Greub, Hurth and Wyler[28℄. Suh 1PI diagrams are shown in Fig. 4. The W -boson propaga-tor has been ontrated to a point, so those diagrams represent a ma-trix element of the four-quark operator (�s)V�A(�b)V�A. Sine the depen-



1884 M. Misiakdene of suh a matrix element onm=mb is quite strong, we should ask whatrenormalization sheme should be used for quark masses. Should we usempole =mpoleb = 0:29� 0:02 or, perhaps, mMS (�)=mpoleb � 0:22� 0:04 (with� 2 [m;mb℄)? In priniple, suh a question is a NNLO issue, i.e. it is asrelevant as three-loop orretions to the diagrams in Fig. 4. However, it isnumerially very important, beause hanging m=mb from 0.29 to 0.22 inthe onsidered matrix element implies an inrease of BR by 11%, i.e. by asmuh as the present experimental and theoretial unertainties.Sine alulating three-loop orretions to the diagrams in Fig. 4 wouldbe a very di�ult task at present, we have to guess what the optimal hoieof m and mb is, on the basis of our experiene from other alulations. Allthe fators of m in the onsidered diagrams originate from expliit massfators in the harm-quark propagators. In the real part of the onsideredamplitude, those harm quarks are dominantly o�-shell, with momentumsale � set bymb. Atually, we are not able to deide whether this sale ismb,12mb or 13mb. Therefore, it seems reasonable to vary � between m � 13mband mb, and use mMS (�) in the ratio m=mb.As far as the fators ofmb in the onsidered diagrams are onerned, theyoriginate either from the overall momentum release in b ! s or from theexpliit appearane of mb in the b-quark propagators. In the �rst ase, theappropriate hoie ofmb is a low-virtuality mass. In the seond ase, there isno intuitive argument that ould tell us whethermpoleb ormb(mb) is preferred.However, so long as the three-loop diagrams remain unknown, setting all the
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Theory of Radiative B Deays 1885fators of mb equal to mpoleb seems to be a good hoie. Even a better hoieis the so-alled 1S-mass of the b-quark [47, 48℄ that is de�ned as half of theperturbative ontribution to the � mass. It is leading-renormalon free anddi�ers from mpoleb only by 1% at one loop.The LO ontribution to BR is independent of m. Only the NLO or-retions are m dependent. Thus, it seems surprising at the �rst glane thata hange of m=mb from 0.29 to 0.22 auses an inrease of BR by as muhas 11%. Fig. 5 presents the harm-loop ontribution A to the NLO ampli-tude of b ! s (in arbitrary units) as a funtion of m=mb. One an seethat the dependene of A on the quark mass ratio is not extremely strongat all. When m=mb hanges from 0 to 12 , A dereases by around 16%,i.e. the NLO orretion to A hanges from plus a few perent to minus afew perent. Suh a hange is not partiularly big for a O(�s(mb)) orre-tion. However, the negative interferene with the top-loop ontribution (seeFig. 1) implies that the full b ! s amplitude hanges by 25%, and BRhanges by 53%. Thus, a large e�et in BR an be aused by a relativelymild e�et in A.One mMS (�)=mpoleb with � 2 [m;mb℄ is used in Fig. 4, the uner-tainty in BR signi�antly inreases. This is due in part to a strong sale-dependene of m(�). Moreover, in all the previous analyses, the m depen-dene of � [b! s℄ aneled partially against that of the semileptoni deayrate that is onventionally used for normalization. One the di�erent natureof the harm mass in the two ases is appreiated, the anellation no longertakes plae.Fortunately, it is possible to make several improvements in the alu-lation, whih allows us to maintain the theoretial unertainty at the levelof around � 10%. In partiular, good ontrol over the behaviour of QCDperturbation series in �B ! Xs is ahieved by splitting the harm- andtop-quark-loop ontributions to the deay amplitude. The overall fator ofmb is frozen at the eletroweak sale in the top ontribution to the e�etivevertex mb(�sL���bR)F�� . All the remaining fators of mb are expressedin terms of the bottom 1S-mass. As argued in Ref. [47℄, expressing thekinematial fators of mb in inlusive B-meson deay rates in terms of the1S-mass improves the behaviour of QCD perturbation series with respet towhat would be obtained using mMSb (mb) or mpoleb . When suh an approahis used, no sizeable aidental anellations of sale-dependene in the NLOexpressions for BR are observed.Splitting the harm and top ontributions to the amplitude allows usto better understand the origin of the well-known fator of �3 enhane-ment of BR by QCD logarithms. When the splitting is performed at LO,the harm ontribution is found to be extremely stable under QCD renor-



1886 M. Misiakmalization group evolution. The logarithmi enhanement of the branhingratio appears to be almost entirely due to the top-quark setor. It an beattributed to the large anomalous dimension of the b-quark mass.In order to explain those issues in more detail, it is neessary to introduethe e�etive Lagrangian that is always used in �B ! Xs analyses. It readsL = LQCD�QED (u; d; s; ; b) + 4GFp2 V �tsVtb 8Xi=1 Ci(�)Pi : (2)The �rst term above is just the QCD�QED Lagrangian for the lightquarks, and the seond term ontains �avour-hanging loal interations Piof either 4 quarks or 2 quarks and gauge bosons.Pi = 8>>>><>>>>: (�s�i)(�� 0ib); i = 1; 2; jCi(�b)j � 1;(�s�ib)Pq(�q� 0iq); i = 3; 4; 5; 6; jCi(�b)j < 0:07;emb16�2 �sL���bRF�� ; i = 7; jC7(�b)j � 0:3;gmb16�2 �sL���T abRGa�� ; i = 8; jC8(�b)j � 0:15: (3)The symbols �i and � 0i in P1,..., P6 stand for various produts of the Diraand olour matries.The resummation of large QCD logarithms in B deays usually beginswith deoupling the heavy eletroweak bosons and the top-quark. In theresulting e�etive theory (2), �avour-hanging interations are present onlyin operators Pi (3). Their Wilson oe�ients Ci(�) evolve aording to theRenormalization Group Equations (RGEs) from the mathing sale �0 �(MW or mt) down to the sale �b � mb where the matrix elements of Piare evaluated.In the leading logarithmi approximation, the b! s amplitude is pro-portional to the (e�etive) Wilson oe�ient of the operator P7. The well-known [25℄ expression for this oe�ient readsC(0)e�7 (�b) = � 1623C(0)7 (�0) + 83 �� 1423 � � 1623�C(0)8 (�0) + 8Xi=1 hi�ai ; (4)where � = �s(�0)=�s(�b) andhi = � 626126272277 �5628151730 �37 � 114 �0:6494 �0:0380 �0:0185 �0:0057�;(5)ai = � 1423 1623 623 �1223 0:4086 �0:4230 �0:8994 0:1456 �: (6)The oe�ients C(0)7 (�0) and C(0)8 (�0) are found from the one-loop ele-troweak diagrams presented in Fig. 6. It is su�ient to alulate the 1PIdiagrams only.



Theory of Radiative B Deays 1887   u; ; t u; ; t W� W� u; ; t u; ; t G� G�b W� s b u; ; t s b G� s b u; ; t sFig. 6. One-loop 1PI diagrams for b! s in the SM.Contributions from di�erent internal quark �avours in those diagramsan be separately mathed onto gauge-invariant operators, even when thealulation is performed o�-shell5. For the operator P7 and its gluoni ana-logue P8, eah quark �avour yields a UV-�nite ontribution that dependsneither on the renormalization sheme nor on the gauge-�xing parameter.When suh a separation of �avours is made, and the CKM-suppressedu-quark ontribution is negleted, Eq. (4) an be written asC(0)e�7 (�b) = X +Xt ; (7)where the harm-quark ontribution is given byX = �2336� 1623 � 89 �� 1423 � � 1623�+ 8Xi=1 hi�ai ; (8)and the top-quark one readsXt = �12At0� m2tM2W � � 1623 � 43F t0 � m2tM2W ��� 1423 � � 1623� ; (9)where At0(x) = �3x3+2x22(x�1)4 lnx+ �22x3+153x2�159x+4636(x�1)3 ;F t0(x) = 3x22(x�1)4 lnx+ �5x3+9x2�30x+812(x�1)3 : (10)The �rst two terms in X (8) are obtained from Eq. (4) by the followingreplaements: C(0)7 (�0) ! �2336 and C(0)8 (�0) ! �13 , whih is equivalent toinluding only harm ontributions to the mathing onditions for the orre-sponding operators. Analogously, only top loops ontribute to Xt. The lastterm in Eq. (4) now appears in X, beause it is entirely due to e�ets of5 In an o�-shell alulation, use of the bakground-�eld gauge is neessary to ensurethe absene of gauge-non-invariant operators. There is no W�G� oupling in thebakground-�eld gauge.



1888 M. Misiakharm loops in the RGE evolution. The splitting of harm and top is per-formed at the level of SM Feynman diagrams, and the e�etive theory isnothing but a tehnial tool for resumming large QCD logarithms in gluoniorretions to those diagrams.
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Fig. 7. X as a funtion of � (solid line), and its three omponents in Eq. (8)(dashed lines).X is a funtion of � that varies very slowly in the physially interestingregion 0:4 < � < 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the three omponentsof X in Eq. (8) are plotted as well. The seond omponent is numeriallysmall, while there is a strong anellation of the � dependene betweenthe �rst and the third omponent. However, these omponents are notseparately physial in any oneivable limit, so the anellation annot beonsidered aidental.Sine X is pratially sale-independent, Xt must be the soure of thefator of �3 enhanement of BR by QCD logarithms. This is indeed thease, beause all the powers of � in Eq. (9) are positive and quite large.When � hanges from unity to 0.566 (whih orresponds to �0 = MW and�b = 5 GeV), then Xt dereases from 0.450 to 0.325. At the same time,X hanges by only 0.008 (from �2336 � �0:639 to �0:631). Consequently,jC(0)e�7 (�)j2 inreases from 0.036 to 0.094, i.e. the branhing ratio gets en-haned by a fator of 2.6.It is easy to identify the reason for the strong � dependene of Xt. It isthe large anomalous dimension of mb(�) that stands in front of the operatorP7 (3). The anomalous dimension m is responsible for 1223 out of 1623 in thepower of � that multiplies the (numerially dominant) funtion At0(x) in theexpression for Xt.



Theory of Radiative B Deays 1889Thus, the logarithmi QCD e�ets in b! s an be approximately takeninto aount by simply keeping mb renormalized at �0 � (mt or MW ) in thetop ontribution to the deay amplitude. Motivated by this observation, weshall now rewrite the known NLO expressions for �B ! Xs in suh a man-ner. As we shall see, this simple operation not only allows us to reproduethe logarithmi QCD enhanement, but also the NLO orretions beomesigni�antly smaller than in the traditional approah. Moreover, the residualrenormalization-sale-dependene diminishes, without any aidental anel-lations involved. In other words, the behaviour of QCD perturbation seriesimproves.Our input here are the standard NLO QCD formulae for B ! Xsolleted in Ref. [27℄, and the separate harm-setor and top-setor mathingonditions for the relevant operators presented in setion 2 of Ref. [6℄. Apartfrom the perturbative QCD e�ets, we shall inlude the eletroweak and theavailable non-perturbative orretions. Assuming that the dominant NNLOQCD e�ets have the same origin as the dominant LO and NLO ones, weshall use all the urrently known perturbative information to determine theratio of mb(�0) to the bottom 1S-mass that normalizes the semileptonideay rate.The �B ! Xs branhing ratio with an energy ut-o� E0 in the �B-mesonrest frame an be expressed as follows:BR[ �B ! Xs℄subtrated  ;  0E>E0= BR[ �B ! Xe��℄exp ����V �tsVtbVb ����2 6�em� C [P (E0) +N(E0)℄ ; (11)where �em = �on shellem [36℄ and P (E0) is given by the perturbative ratio� [b! Xs℄E>E0jVb=Vubj2 � [b! Xue��℄ = ����V �tsVtbVb ����2 6�em� P (E0) : (12)N(E0) denotes the non-perturbative orretion6. Contrary to the standardapproah, we have hosen the harmless semileptoni rate (orreted for theappropriate CKM angles) to be the normalization fator in Eq. (12). Thismodi�ation is o�set by the fator C in Eq. (11):C = ����VubVb ����2 � [ �B ! Xe��℄� [ �B ! Xue��℄ : (13)6 This means that P (E0) gets replaed by P (E0) +N(E0) when b is replaed by �B inEq. (12).



1890 M. MisiakThis observable an either be measured or alulated. Our normalization tothe harmless semileptoni rate in the l.h.s. of Eq. (12) is motivated by theneed for separating the problem of m determination from the problem ofonvergene of perturbation series in b ! Xs. The fator C an be alled�the non-perturbative semileptoni phase-spae fator�.The perturbative quantity P (E0) an be written in the following form:P (E0) = ����K +�1 + �s(�0)� ln �20m2t � r(�0)Kt + "ew����2 +B(E0) ; (14)where Kt ontains the top ontributions to the b! s amplitude. K on-tains the remaining ontributions, among whih the harm loops are by fardominant. The eletroweak orretion to the b ! s amplitude is denotedby "ew. The ratio r(�0) = mMSb (�0)m1Sb (15)appears in Eq. (14) beause we keep mb renormalized at �0 in the top on-tribution to the operator P7 (3), while all the kinematial fators of mb areexpressed in terms of the bottom 1S-mass.The bremsstrahlung funtion B(E0) ontains the e�ets of b! sg andb ! sq�q (q = u; d; s) transitions. It is the only E0 dependent part inP (E0). Its in�uene on the b ! Xs branhing ratio is less than 4% when1 GeV < E0 < 2 GeV. TABLE INumerial results.�naive� LO NLOReK (�0 =MW ) �0:639 �0:631� 0:003 �0:611� 0:002ReKt (�0 = mt) 0:450 0:434� 0:005 0:397� 0:003BRE>1:6GeV � 104 3:53 3:56 � 0:14 3:60 � 0:05In Table I, the numerial results are presented at various orders of therenormalization-group-improved perturbation theory. In the �naive� ap-proah, the di�erene of r(�0) (15) from unity is the only inluded QCDe�et. At LO, all the QCD logarithms ��s lnM2W=m2b�n are taken intoaount. At NLO, we add the non-logarithmi O(�s) orretions, togetherwith the eletroweak and non-perturbative ones. The indiated errors or-respond to varying the low-energy sale �b between mb=2 and 2mb.One an see that the behaviour of the QCD perturbation series for allthe onsidered quantities is good, and that their residual �b dependene isquite weak. Suh a weak �b dependene is not aused by any aidentalanellations. This is ontrary to what was observed in many previous al-ulations. In the present approah, there is no indiation that the unknown



Theory of Radiative B Deays 1891NNLO orretions7 ould be muh larger than (�s(mb)=�)2 � 0:5% timesa fator of order unity. Consequently, our estimate of the overall unertaintyin the �nal predition for BR is not larger than in the previous analyses,despite taking the problems with m=mb into aount here.When all the errors are inluded and added in quadrature, one �ndsBR[ �B ! Xs℄subtrated  ;  0E>1:6 GeV = (3:60 � 0:30) � 10�4: (16)In view of the fat that many of the published results have been al-ulated for E0 = mb=20 � 0:23 GeV (i.e. Æ � 1 � 2E0=mb = 0:9), it isinteresting to hek what Eq. (11) gives in suh a ase. We �ndBR[ �B ! Xs℄E>mb=20 = (3:73 � 0:31) � 10�4: (17)It is the above result that should be ompared [13℄ with the experimentalweighted average (1) for the �total� branhing ratio. The di�erene betweentheory and experiment is at the level of 1.6�. However, one should rememberthat the theoretial errors have no statistial interpretation, whih impliesthat the value of 1.6� has only an illustrative harater.If we used m=mb = 0:29 instead of 0.22 in K and B(E0), we would �nd3:35�10�4 for the branhing ratio. The latter result is very lose to the onesobtained in many previous analyses (see e.g. [13,38℄). Thus, the replaementof mpole =mpoleb by m(�)=m1Sb in hsj(�s)V�A(�b)V�Ajbi is the main reasonwhy our result is signi�antly higher than the previously published ones.To onlude:� An � 11% inrease in the SM predition for BR is found whenmpole =mpoleb is replaed by the (more appropriate) m(�)=mpoleb inthe NLO orretion to the b! s amplitude.� The well-known (fator of �3) enhanement of BR by leading QCDlogarithms is mainly due to the evolution of mb in the top-quark on-tribution to the amplitude.� Inluding an expliit fator of mb(�0)=m1Sb in the NLO expressionsallows us to ontrol the residual sale-dependene more e�iently.� The present predition for the �total� branhing ratio isBR[ �B ! Xs℄E>mb=20 = (3:73 � 0:31) � 10�4; (18)whih di�ers by 1.6� from the experimental world averageBR[ �B ! Xs℄exp = (2:96 � 0:35) � 10�4: (19)7 Exept for those related to the ratio m=mb that has been disussed above.
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